Arm64EC: Microsoft’s Emulation Frankenstein

Peter Cawley (@corsix), 4th February 2024, FOSDEM
You might be asking why I'm here at FOSDEM talking about a closed-source Microsoft technology. I hack on LuaJIT as a hobby, which is FOSS, and recently gained support for Windows on ARM64. Then somebody came along and asked about a _different_ Windows on ARM64. I was intrigued by the Frankenstein they described, and thought you might be too.
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Emulation main loop, 101

Turn:
  sub eax, dword ptr [rsp + 259]

Into:
  add x16, sp, #259
  ldr w16, [x16]
  subs w0 , w0, w16

“Just” repeat this for every instruction.

Emulating x64 on arm64 initially looks simple; just convert every x64 instruction into an equivalent sequence of arm64 instructions, and feed them to an arm64 CPU. One instruction might become several, but such is CISC versus RISC.
But oh boy is the devil in the details. Firstly there’s memory ordering; x64 has stronger memory order guarantees than arm64. Most instructions are fine with weaker guarantees, but the emulator doesn’t know which, so has to issue memory barriers for every load and store. Then there’s whether to emulate an MMU, or just defer to the host MMU. Finally there’s flags.
Most x64 instructions produce an array of six flags in addition to their main result. Some arm64 instructions produce an array of four flags in addition to their main result. Two problems; some versus most, and four versus six. The missing two are AF and PF, neither of which are actually needed by most x64 code, but it can be hard for the emulator to know when they're not needed. PF gives parity of low 8 bits of main result, which is annoying but straightforward to compute. AF gives the carry/borrow out of the low four bits, meant to speed up BCD arithmetic, and is more annoying to compute. CF is interesting because x64 / arm64 choose opposite interpretations for CF in subtraction, so inverting the bit can be necessary; arm64v8.4 added a cfinv instruction just for this.
Existing ways to emulate x64 on arm64

qemu-system, qemu-user

jart/blink, FEX-Emu, Box64

Rosetta 2

qemu is a FOSS stalwart, emulating anything on anything. qemu-system emulates a bunch of hardware in addition to emulating an x64 CPU, allowing you to run an x64 OS inside. qemu-user emulates an OS in addition to emulating a CPU, allowing you to run an x64 program inside. This can be substantially faster, as the OS logic is native arm64 rather than emulated x64. Then there are a bunch of lesser-known FOSS entrants; Justine Tunney’s blink emulates x64 on any architecture, as part of her actually portable executables project. It is similar to qemu-user, though can optionally emulate an MMU. FEX is, I think, trying to be faster than qemu-user by focusing on a much smaller matrix of supported architectures. Box64 is interesting because it knows how to replace certain shared libraries with native versions, allowing the code therein to run natively rather than emulated. The recent entrant on the scene is Apple’s Rosetta 2, which can exploit special hardware in Apple’s arm64 chips for stronger memory ordering and computing the missing two flags. It performs extremely well.
Apple's pitch to developers

1. Target x64, get fast emulation on custom hardware.
2. Port to arm64, get even faster native execution.

Rosetta 2 means Apple can make a very appealing pitch to developers; keep targeting x64 and you'll get fast emulation, and if that isn't fast enough, you can port to arm64 for even faster native execution. Apple leads the way by porting a bunch of 1st-party software to arm64, and developers in their ecosystem are used to following Apple's lead.
Microsoft’s less appealing pitch

1. Target x64, get slow emulation.
2. Can’t port to arm64 if closed-source libraries / plugins.

Meanwhile, Microsoft are in a much harder place. They can’t rely on the presence of custom hardware, so the x64 emulation will be slow. Developers in their ecosystem often make use of closed-source libraries, or support runtime plugins, both of which make porting to arm64 hard.
To drive home the performance point, we can look at LuaJIT's benchmark suite. It may or may not be representative of anything else, but it is something. Additionally, a JIT compiler is about the worst thing to run under emulation, as the emulator has to be constantly re-converting JIT-compiled code. The baseline is set by macOS native arm64 at 33 seconds. Rosetta 2 comes in 33% slower, which is really quite good all things considered. Under Windows, arm64 comes in at 37 seconds. I'm not sure how much of the slowdown is due to Windows, how much is due to the hypervisor, and how much is due to 4k versus 16k pages, but 37 seconds is in the same ballpark as 33 seconds. Meanwhile, using Windows x64 emulation results in a catastrophic 106 seconds. Did I mention that Rosetta 2 is really good?
Option 1 is too slow, and option 2 is impossible, but maybe option 1½ is both fast and possible?

So Microsoft are between a rock and a hard place. Option 1, emulation, is too slow, and option 2, porting to arm64, can be impossible. I like to imagine some mad scientist at Microsoft looking at this situation, and thinking: maybe we can blend these two bad options, and end up in a good place?
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Let an application mix arm64 and x64, with cheap interop between native arm64 parts and emulated x64 parts.

And thus Arm64EC was born.

What would blending the options look like? Let an application be a mix of arm64 and x64. Any closed-source libraries or plugins can remain as x64 and be emulated, meanwhile the hot paths of the application can be ported to arm64. More and more of the application can be ported over time, delivering incremental performance improvements. The EC stands for “Emulation Compatible”.
Cheap arm64/x64 interop means:

1. Shared virtual address space.
2. Shared data structure layouts.
3. Shared call stacks.
4. Mode switch only at function call or return.
5. Adjust calling conventions a little bit.

It's an intriguing idea, but what would it actually mean in practice? Various things need sharing, which we'll get to. Limiting mode switches to only happen at function call or return makes things simpler than allowing a mode switch at any instruction. In practice you can also mode switch between a throw and a catch, which we'll touch upon in a bit. Function calling conventions need some minor adjustments, but not too much.
Shared virtual address space

1. Executable memory needs tagging as arm64 or x64 (OS maintains a bit per page, code can query for it).

2. Emulated x64 code issues lots of memory barriers.

3. Native arm64 code issues memory barriers where required (care required by the porting programmer).

Shared virtual address space means that executable pages within the address space might contain arm64 code, or might contain x64 code, so the OS needs to maintain an extra bit per page specifying the architecture of the code therein. Multiple threads can share an address space, so we need to think about memory ordering. Emulation of the x64 code will involve lots of memory barriers. Meanwhile, the porting programmer is responsible for inserting memory barriers into code ported to arm64.
Sharing of data structures looks fairly simple to start with. Just make sure that the Arm64EC size/alignment of all types matches that of x64. Long needs to be 4 bytes (this is Windows after all), double at 8 bytes, data pointers at 8 bytes, and function pointers at 8 bytes. That last one is interesting, and is the reason why the OS needs to track the architecture of every executable page: we might prefer to put that information in the function pointer itself, but that would require changing the size of function pointers, which we can’t do.
Sharing of data structures actually turns out to be not so simple. C programmers in the room might recall setjmp and longjmp, which are C’s equivalent to throw and catch. The associated jmp_buf type contains the CPU state to be restored when catching. The Arm64EC jmp_buf needs to be the same size/alignment as an x64 jmp_buf, even though there’s a different amount of CPU state involved.
There's also a Windows-specific type called CONTEXT, which contains the entire CPU state for a thread. So again an Arm64EC CONTEXT needs to be the same size/alignment as an x64 CONTEXT, despite having a different amount of CPU state.
## Making jmp_buf, CONTEXT, etc. compatible

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Emulated x64</th>
<th>arm64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>64-bit GPRs</strong></td>
<td>16 (rax, rcx, ..., r15)</td>
<td>32 (x0 ... x30, sp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special registers</strong></td>
<td>rip, rflags, mxcsr, gs</td>
<td>pc, pstate, fpcr, fpsr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>128-bit FPRs</strong></td>
<td>16 (xmm0 ... xmm15)</td>
<td>32 (v0 ... v31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>80-bit FPRs</strong></td>
<td>8 (the x87 stack)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Casualties: x13, x14, x23, x24, x28, v16 ... v31.

We’ve got the make the column on the right fit into the column on the left. Starting with the first row, x64 has 16 GPRs, whereas arm64 has 32. This is not a good start, as 32 cannot fit into 16. The next row is better; pc can fit into rip, pstate can fit into rflags, fpcr/fpsr can fit into mxcsr. GS is used to store the thread environment block pointer (Linux uses FS for this purpose, Windows uses GS), so we can fit something of our choice into GS (in practice x18, as arm64 uses that as the thread environment block pointer). Moving on to the next row, 32 FPRs cannot fit into 16 FPRs, so we’ve got a problem here too. Note that the x64 emulator doesn’t support AVX or AVX2 or AVX512 (good old patents), hence why there are only 16 FPRs and they’re only 128 bits wide. Moving on to the last row, there’s finally some good news: x64 has a bunch of 80-bit registers, which have no equivalent in arm64, so we can use those 640 bits to instead store 10 GPRs. When all is said and done, we can fit 27 arm64 GPRs into the x64 state: 16 as GPRs, 10 as 80-bit GPRs, and 1 in GS. That means 5 arm64 GPRs need to be chosen as casualties; there’s no space for them in the data structures, so Arm64EC code is disallowed from using them. Microsoft chose to sacrifice x13, x14, x23, x24, and 28. On the FPR side, 16 FPRs need to sacrificed; there’s no space for v16 through v31, so again Arm64EC code cannot use them.
Shared call stacks

1. arm64 has LR, x64 expects return address on stack.
2. arm64 requires SP aligned to 16 bytes in load/store, 
   x64 merely *strongly recommends* 16 byte alignment.

So some fixup work required on mode switches.

Moving on to shared call stacks, the obvious impedance mismatch is that arm64 uses a register called LR for function call return addresses, whereas x64 puts the return address on the stack. The less obvious mismatch is stack alignment; arm64 requires that SP is 16-byte aligned when used as a base address in loads or stores, and will throw an exception if this isn't the case. Meanwhile the x64 calling convention technically requires 16-byte alignment of stacks, but this isn't enforced, and 8-byte alignment will often work without causing any issues.
About those mode switches

1. Calling conventions mostly unchanged (ex. varargs).
2. But the arm64 and x64 conventions are different, so some conversion work required at mode switches.
3. Exact conversion logic depends on the types involved.
4. arm64 code responsible for doing most of the work.

That brings us to mode switches; the actual messy part where control flow switches from arm64 to x64 or vice-versa. The function calling conventions go largely unchanged (except for varargs), but the arm64 and x64 conventions diverge in the details, so a bunch of logic is required to convert from one to the other. The logic depends on the exact function signature (i.e. the return type and the list of argument types). This logic needs to live somewhere, and it can’t live in the x64 code, as the whole point is emulating unmodified x64 code, so it has to live in arm64 code.
That brings us to how function calls work in Arm64EC code. The left hand column is a regular arm64 function call, albeit with a subtle step about x10 that we’ll come to later. The right hand column is the interesting case, and happens when the target is x64 code. It looks similar, except for calling a so-called exit thunk function rather than the actual target function. We’ll go into exit thunks shortly, but first, everyone prefers straight-line code to code with branches, and there’s a fairly simple way of making this straight-line: lift the initialisation of x9 and x10 above the branch, and then conditionally select which one to call.
This is such a common pattern that Microsoft provide a helper function for it, leading to this straight-line code for doing the same thing. If you ever need to look up what __os_arm64x_dispatch_icall does, it makes the flow chart on this slide equivalent to the flow chart on the previous slide. In practice this slide is what you’ll see, but I’ll switch back to the previous slide for the sake of a less subtle exposition.
What does an exit thunk do? It is the missing part of the diagram required to transfer control to the x64 emulator: convert the arguments from one calling convention to another, then call the emulator, then convert the results from one calling convention to another, then return. The only subtle part is that the call to the emulator has to be done as calling the x16 register. We’ll see why in a bit.
The next layer of the onion is what the emulator does. The left hand column is a basic emulator loop, emulating one x64 instruction at a time. In practice the loop is more complex, translating more than one instruction at a time, sending translation requests to an out-of-process caching AOT compiler, and a bunch of other tricks, but for exposition we can pretend it is a simple loop. At some point the instruction pointer stops pointing at x64 code, which implies that the emulated code has either just returned to arm64 code, or just called arm64 code. To determine which, the emulator looks at the four bytes prior the new instruction pointer. If those bytes contain a call x16 instruction, then we’re doing a return. This is why the prior slide required calls into the emulator to be call x16. The middle column is the logic for doing a return to arm64, which is super simple, because the exit thunk does most of the work. The final column on the right is for x64 code calling arm64 code, which is some stack fixup, followed by a tailcall to arm64 code.
Alternative entry points?

- Every arm64 function that could be called from x64 code needs an alternative entry point, for when the caller was x64.
- The alternative entry point is arm64 code for handling the mode switch.
- Offset of alternative entry point specified as 32-bit int in the 32 bits immediately before the function.

I pulled a fast one with the previous slide, and so you’re probably asking what an alternative entry point is.
In practice, alternative entry points are like exit thunks, but in reverse: convert the arguments from the x64 calling convention to the arm64 calling convention (using x4 as stack pointer, because of the forced re-alignment on the previous slide), then call the primary entry point, then convert the results back to the x64 calling convention. The logic here depends on the type signature of the function, and so several distinct functions can all share the same alternative entry point, provided that they have the same type. Alternatively, if the alternative entry point is only used by a single function, and the code for that function is small, it could be inlined, as in the right hand side.
That leads us to __os_arm64x_dispatch_ret, which looks complex, but don't worry, this is exactly the same as slide 26, except for the first box in the top left. For this first box, we can trace back what LR is, and it'll come from “Pop from stack into LR” on slide 26, which is what runs after x64 does a function call into arm64, and x64 calls involve pushing the return address onto the stack, meaning LR at this point will be that x64 return address.
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LuaJIT is written in a mixture of assembly and C, notably the interpreter is several thousand lines of assembly. Porting that assembly code to Arm64EC means it can no longer use certain registers. In this particular area, porting the JIT compiler was easier than porting the interpreter, as the JIT already had support for avoiding certain registers.
Impact on LuaJIT: mode switches

C compiler handles most of them. Three arm64 to x64 it doesn’t:

1. Interpreter opcode for calling Lua API C functions.
2. Interpreted FFI calls to arbitrary functions.
3. JIT-compiled FFI calls to functions with “simple” types.

One x64 to arm64 it doesn’t:

1. FFI callbacks with “simple” types.

Handling mode switches was the other major hard part of porting. The C compiler handles most of the work, but there’s assembly code for the interpreter and for the FFI that needed porting manually. Thankfully there’s only one place in the interpreter that can call out to a completely arbitrary function, and the type signature of that call is as simple as it can get. The FFI turns out to be more annoying though.
Interpreted FFI calls are one-shot calls to a particular address, so we can look at that address, determine what architecture it is, marshall the arguments as appropriate for it, then call it, then unmarshall the results as appropriate. This looks like a nice efficient fusion of a regular call with an exit thunk, and works fine in practice, but doesn’t quite follow the rules. Why not? If going down the left hand column, we call the target function without providing an exit thunk pointer in x10. Following the rules would be hard to do, as there are an infinite number of type signatures that the FFI could call, so we can’t prepare an infinite number of exit thunks ahead of time. Instead we’d need to JIT compile the exit thunks, which is a world of pain I’d rather avoid.
JIT-compiled FFI calls are a different kettle of fish. Whereas interpreted calls are one-shot, compiled calls can be compiled once and then run multiple times. If compiling a call of a function pointer, the value of that function pointer might sometimes be arm64 code and other times be x64 code. This means that we have to be closer to following the rules. Not all type signatures are allowed for JIT-compiled FFI calls, but there’s still a huge number of allowed signatures, too many to pre-compile all possible exit thunks. To avoid having to JIT-compile exit thunks, I cheated and wrote a single generic exit thunk that handles all type signatures allowed for JIT-compiled FFI calls, and communicated the type signature to it in a hopefully-unused register.
Impact on LuaJIT: performance

Windows on Arm VM under hypervisor:

- Windows native arm64: 37 seconds.
- Windows emulated x64: 106 seconds (+186%).
- Windows Arm64EC: 38 seconds (+3%).

Finally, the slide you’ve all been waiting for: the motivation for Arm64EC is performance, so does it deliver? I’d say the answer is a resounding yes; the emulated x64 parts are still going to be horribly slow, but the parts ported to arm64 run at basically native speed. In other words, the cost of making arm64 emulation compatible is pretty low.
**Bonus problem: function hooking**

1. Linux has LD_PRELOAD.
2. macOS / iOS have DYLD_INSERT_LIBRARIES.
3. Windows has … ad-hoc x64 machine code patching.

Casualty: Wrap public arm64 functions in an x64 shell that does nothing except a tail call to the arm64 code. __os_arm64x_dispatch_icall can skip over the shell.

Bonus slide if there's time. A problem you didn't know you had and/or a massive concession to backwards compatibility. Microsoft Research used to sell a product called Detours for doing ad-hoc machine code patching, though make it open source and free in 2016.